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Abstract
The solver DICOPT is based on the outer-approximation algorithm used for solving
mixed-integer nonlinear programming (MINLP) problems. This algorithm is very effective
for solving some types of convex MINLPs. However, it has been observed that DICOPT has
difficulties solving instances in which some of the nonlinear constraints are so restrictive that
nonlinear subproblems generated by the algorithm are infeasible. This problem is addressed in
this paper with a feasibility pump algorithm, which modifies the objective function in order
to efficiently find feasible solutions. It has been implemented as a preprocessing algorithm,
which is used to initialize both the incumbent and the mixed-integer linear relaxation of
the outer-approximation algorithm. Computational comparisons with previous versions of
DICOPT on a set of convex MINLPs demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed algorithm
in terms of solution quality and solution time.
Keywords: feasibility pump; mixed-integer nonlinear programming; primal heuristics
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Introduction

The capabilities of algorithms designed to solve mathematical programming problems are continuously improving. This allows solving increasingly larger and more complex problems. Efficient
solutions of mixed-integer linear programs (MIP) and nonlinear programs (NLP) enable the solution of mixed-integer nonlinear programs (MINLP). These problems are of great interest in
chemical engineering and many other areas as they combine integer variables (like discrete choices
in superstructures or networks) with nonlinear constraints (for example posynomial equations in
resource allocation for scheduling and convex reformulations of horizon time constraints in the
design of multiproduct batch processes) [5, 15, 16, 19, 21]. The general form of an MINLP is,
min f (x, y),
x,y

s.t.

g(x, y) ≤ 0,

(MINLP)

x ∈ X, y ∈ Y ∩ Zny ,
where X ⊆ Rnx , Y ⊆ Rny , f : X × Y → R is the objective function and at least one of the
constraints g : X × Y → Rm or the objective function itself is nonlinear. MINLP models are
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generally nonconvex due to the discrete nature of y and possible nonconvexity of f and g. Models in
which X and Y are convex and f and gi , i = 1, . . . , m, are convex on X × Y , are denoted as convex
MINLP problems. In the following, we will assume that X and Y describe possible variable bounds,
that is, X = [xL , xU ] and Y = [y L , y U ] for xL , xU ∈ (R ∪ {±∞})nx and y L , y U ∈ (Z ∪ {±∞})ny .
DICOPT (Discrete Continuous Optimizer) is an MINLP solver that has been developed in
1988. It combines the outer-approximation method [11] with equality relaxation and augmented
penalty [23]. The algorithm decomposes the MINLP into an NLP subproblem defined by fixing
the discrete variables in the MINLP and a MIP approximation defined by linearizations of the
nonlinear functions in the MINLP. The MIP and the NLP are solved alternately, whereby the MIP
approximation provides values for fixing the discrete variables in the NLP, and the convex NLP
subproblem, if feasible, provides feasible solutions to the MINLP and cutting planes to improve
the MIP approximation. If the MINLP is convex, then this MIP approximation is a relaxation of
the MINLP, thus providing a lower bound to its optimal value, and the NLP subproblems can be
solved to global optimality yielding an upper bound. By adding additional inequalities to the MIP
approximation, one can further ensure that any fixed values for the discrete variables are evaluated
by an NLP at most once. Therefore, for a convex MINLP, a possible stopping criterion is that the
bound defined by the last MIP approximation is within a tolerance of the objective value of the
best solution found.
For some problems, DICOPT has difficulty in finding a feasible solution. The main reason for
this is that by default, and to address nonconvex problems, DICOPT does not include linearizations
of nonlinearities from infeasible NLPs into the MIP. Instead, it only excludes the infeasible fixed
integer variables in the MIP and resolves it. Furthermore, even if linearizations are included for
infeasible NLPs, which are valid for convex MINLPs, DICOPT still has difficulties in finding a
feasible solution for some problems, which results in slow progress compared to the case where
feasible MINLP solutions are found early in the search.
In order to quickly find initial feasible solutions for convex MINLPs, an implementation of
a feasibility pump [6, 12] has been incorporated into DICOPT as described in this paper. The
feasibility pump is similar to the outer-approximation algorithm, but its focus is on finding feasible
solutions. As with outer-approximation, the main idea of the feasibility pump is to decompose the
original MINLP problem into a MIP and an NLP. The MIP problem yields solutions that satisfy
integrality requirements (y ∈ Zny ) but may violate nonlinear constraints, while the solutions of
the NLP problems satisfy the constraints g(x, y) ≤ 0 but may violate integrality requirements.
Contrary to outer-approximation, both MIP and NLP are defined over relaxations of the feasible
area of the original MINLP. By alternately projecting onto the MIP and NLP relaxations, a solution
is obtained that is feasible for both relaxations, and thus for the MINLP itself, if certain constraint
qualifications are satisfied [6]. The feasibility pump can also be used as a standalone solver for
convex MINLPs by including a bound (cutoff-value) to the objective function, which is set to the
objective value of the best-known solution, reduced by a desired δ-improvement. Applying this
modified feasibility pump repeatedly until the MIP becomes infeasible, yields a δ-optimal solution
of a convex MINLP [6]. The drawback of this algorithm is that it may require many iterations,
since only a δ-improvement of the objective function is enforced at each iteration.
In this work, a feasibility pump is added to DICOPT and is used as an initialization of the
outer-approximation method. In the feasibility pump, improvements in the objective function are
enforced at each iteration. After the method finishes, the cuts that define the MIP relaxation of
the feasibility pump and the best-found solution are passed on to the outer-approximation method
to find better solutions, if any, and prove optimality. The described extension of DICOPT has been
available in GAMS1 since version 24.5. We present computational results of the new method on a
set of convex MINLP problems, and show that it outperforms the previous version of DICOPT.
This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 provides an overview of the outer-approximation
and the feasibility pump algorithms for convex MINLP problems. Section 3 describes the algorithm
proposed in this work, which uses the feasibility pump as initialization for the outer-approximation
algorithm. An illustrative example and computational results are presented in Section 4.
1 http://www.gams.com/latest
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Background

In the following, we summarize the outer-approximation algorithm [11], the feasibility pump
algorithm [6], and a hybrid of both algorithms. These algorithms are intended to solve problems of
the form (MINLP). The following assumptions are made [11, 13]:
(A1) The integer variables are bounded, that is, Y is a bounded set.
(A2) The constraint functions g(x, y) and the objective function f (x, y) are continuously differentiable and convex on X × Y .
(A3) The continuous relaxation of the (MINLP) obtained by removing the integrality requirement
y ∈ Zny is bounded.

2.1

Outer-approximation algorithm

The outer-approximation algorithm was proposed by Duran and Grossmann in 1986 [11]. In the
original version of the algorithm, the starting point was given by some fixed values for the binary
variables y. Viswanathan and Grossmann [23] proposed to solve the continuous relaxation of the
MINLP in the first iteration, which is obtained by relaxing the integrality requirement on y,
min f (x, y),
x,y

s.t.

(rMINLP)

g(x, y) ≤ 0,
x ∈ X, y ∈ Y.

If (rMINLP) is infeasible, then (MINLP) is also infeasible. Otherwise, let (x̄0 , ȳ 0 ) be a solution to
(rMINLP). If ȳ 0 is integral, (x̄0 , ȳ 0 ) is an optimal solution to (MINLP) and the algorithm stops.
If ȳ 0 is not integral, a MIP relaxation of (MINLP) is constructed by linearizing the nonlinear
functions in g(x, y) and f (x, y) by first-order Taylor series approximations at (x̄0 , ȳ 0 ), which, in
the case of convex functions, provide supporting hyperplanes [23]. Given a set of solutions x̄k ,
k = 1, . . . , i − 1, the i-th MIP problem generated by the outer-approximation algorithm is as
follows:
min

x,y,α

α,


x − x̄k
s.t. f (x̄ , ȳ ) + ∇f (x̄ , ȳ )
≤ α,
y − ȳ k


x − x̄k
gl (x̄k , ȳ k ) + ∇gl (x̄k , ȳ k )>
≤ 0,
y − ȳ k
k

k

k

k >



ky − ȳ k k1 ≥ 1,

k = 0, . . . , i − 1,
k

l ∈ L , k = 0, . . . , i − 1,

(MIPi )

k ∈ C i,

x ∈ X, y ∈ Y ∩ Zny , α ∈ R,
where Lk ⊆ {1, . . . , m} is a subset of constraints for which linearizations are included (L0 =
{1, . . . , m}, typically), and C i ⊆ {1, . . . , i − 1} is a subset of iterations in which the so-called integer
cut ky − ȳ k k1 is added [2] (discussed below). Note, that due to assumption (A1), the equation
ky − ȳ k k1 ≥ 1 can be written in an equivalent linear form, see Appendix A. (MIPi ) is called the
master problem. We denote by (α̂i , x̂i , ŷ i ) a solution for (MIPi ), if feasible. Due to assumption
(A2), the optimal value of (MIPi ) yields a lower bound to the optimal value of (MINLP), if C i = ∅
(for now).
The solution of (MIPi ) is used to define the following NLP subproblem of MINLP, obtained by
fixing the integer variables to ŷ i :
min f (x, ŷ i ),
x

s.t.

g(x, ŷ i ) ≤ 0,
x ∈ X.
3

(NLPi )

Let ȳ i := ŷ i and let x̄i be a solution to (NLPi ), if feasible. Then (x̄i , ȳ i ) is a feasible point to
(MINLP) and provides an upper bound on its optimal value. If (NLPi ) is not feasible, then let
(x̄i , s̄i ) be a minimal infeasible solution to (NLPi ), that is, a solution to the NLP
min
x,s

s.t.

m
X

sj ,

j=1

g(x, ŷ i ) ≤ s,

(NLP-feasi )

x ∈ X, s ∈ Rm
+.
Note that adding linearization of gj (x, y) in (x̄i , ȳ i ) for those j ∈ {1, . . . , m} with gj (x̄i , ȳ i ) > 0 to
(MIPi ) will eliminate (x̄i , ȳ i ) from its feasible set. However, for the case that (NLPi ) is feasible and
the corresponding linearization are added there may exist some other values of x for which (x, ȳ i )
is still feasible for (MIPi ). Therefore, one may, additionally or alternatively, add the integer-cut
ky − ŷ i k1 ≥ 1 to (MIPi ) to cut off any point in Rnx × {ŷ i }. Hence, if only those iterations are
included into C i for which (NLPi ) is infeasible, then the optimal value of (MIPi ) provides a lower
bound to the optimal value of (MINLP).
The outer-approximation algorithm is summarized in Algorithm 1. The NLP and MIP problems
are solved alternately until the gap between the bounds given by (NLPi ) and (MIPi ) is less than
the specified tolerance. It has been proved that this algorithm finds an -optimal solution of a
convex MINLP or proves that none exist in a finite number of iterations if the solution of every
(NLPi ) and (NLP-feasi ) satisfies the linear independence constraint qualification [5, 11, 13], that
is, the gradients of the constraints satisfied with equality are linearly independent.

2.2

Outer-approximation in DICOPT

Outer-approximation is the main algorithm behind the solver DICOPT [17, 18, 23], which has been
developed in the late 1980s by the research group of I.E. Grossmann at the Engineering Research
Design Center at Carnegie Mellon University. Since then, it has been available in the commercial
algebraic modeling system GAMS. DICOPT solves NLP and MIP problems by means of other
solvers that are available in GAMS and are specialized in these problem types.
Although the outer approximation algorithm has a guaranteed convergence for convex MINLP
problems [11], DICOPT implements the methods of equality relaxation and augmented penalty to
make it a better heuristic for solving nonconvex MINLP problems. The implementation of the
outer-approximation algorithm does therefore slightly deviate from Algorithm 1:
• For convex MINLP, Z L and Z U yield valid lower and upper bounds on the optimal value of
(MINLP) given that (NLPi ) can be solved to global optimality. Therefore, closing the gap
between these bounds is a stopping criterion that ensures finding a global optimal solution in
a finite number of iterations. This can be enabled in DICOPT by setting the option stop
to 1. For nonconvex MINLPs, valid lower bounds and solving (NLPi ) to global optimality
are not ensured. Therefore, by default DICOPT stops as soon as the upper bound Z U stops
improving. Although it is a heuristic, this stopping criterion has shown that in many cases it
yields optimal or near optimal integer solutions. For the computational experiments in this
paper, we have set option stop to 1.
• If the NLP subproblem (NLPi ) is feasible, linearizations of nonlinear functions are not added
in their original form to (MIPi ). Instead, they are added as soft-constraints, that is, violation
of these constraints is allowed but penalized in the objective function (by default, a weight ρ
of 1000 times the constraint marginal is used) [23]. Also in the context of convex MINLP, the
penalty relaxation of linearizations is applied. Note, that the optimal value of the modified
master problem still provides a valid lower bound on the optimal value of (MINLP) if the
contribution of the penalty term is removed and termination is still ensured due to the finite
number of integer points y to be enumerated. This modification leads to the following MIP
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Algorithm 1 Outer-approximation algorithm.
1: Set Z U = ∞, Z L = −∞, i = 0
. Initialization
2: Define gap tolerance  ≥ 0
3: Solve (rMINLP)
. Solve initial relaxation
4: if (rMINLP) is infeasible then
5:
Set Z L = ∞
. (MINLP) is infeasible
6: else
7:
Let (x̄0 , ȳ 0 ) be an optimal solution of (rMINLP)
8:
Set Z L = f (x̄0 , ȳ 0 )
9:
Set L0 = {1, . . . , m}, C 0 = ∅
10:
if ȳ 0 ∈ Zny then
11:
Set Z U = f (x̄0 , ȳ 0 ) and ŷ 0 = ȳ 0
12: while Z U − Z L >  do
13:
Set i = i + 1
14:
Solve (MIPi )
. Solve master problem
15:
if (MIPi ) is infeasible then
16:
Set Z L = ∞
. (MINLP) is infeasible
17:
else
18:
if (MIPi ) is unbounded then
19:
Let (α̂i , x̂i , ŷ i ) be a feasible solution of (MIPi )
20:
else
21:
Let (α̂i , x̂i , ŷ i ) be an optimal solution of (MIPi )
22:
Set Z L = α̂i
23:
Set ȳ i = ŷ i and solve (NLPi )
. Solve nonlinear subproblem
24:
if (NLPi ) is infeasible then
25:
Solve (NLP-feasi )
26:
Let (x̄i , s̄i ) be an optimal solution of (NLP-feasi )
27:
Set C i+1 = C i ∪ {i}
28:
else
29:
Let x̄i be an optimal solution of (NLPi )
30:
Set C i+1 = C i
31:
if Z U < f (x̄i , ŷ i ) then
32:
Set Z U = f (x̄i , ŷ i ), x∗ = x̄i and y ∗ = ŷ i
33:
Set Li = {j ∈ {1, . . . , m} : gj (x̄i , ŷ i ) ≥ 0 and gj is nonlinear}
34: (x∗ , y ∗ ) is an optimal solution of (MINLP), if Z U < ∞, otherwise (MINLP) is infeasible

master problem:
X
min α +
ρl sl ,
x,y,α,s

l∈Lk


x − x̄k
s.t. f (x̄ , ȳ ) + ∇f (x̄ , ȳ )
≤ α,
y − ȳ k


x − x̄k
≤ sl ,
gl (x̄k , ȳ k ) + ∇gl (x̄k , ȳ k )>
y − ȳ k
k

k

k

k >



k = 0, . . . , i − 1,
(rMIPi )

k

l ∈ L , k = 0, . . . , i − 1,

ky − ȳ k k1 ≥ 1,

k ∈ C i,
Pi−1

x ∈ X, y ∈ Y ∩ Zny , α ∈ R, s ∈ R+ k=0

|Lk |

.

• If the NLP subproblem (NLPi ) is infeasible, DICOPT by default adds only an integer cut
to eliminate the current fixing y = ŷ i from (rMIPi ), but does not add the corresponding
linearizations of nonlinear functions, i.e., Li = ∅ if (NLPi ) is infeasible in Line 33 of
5

Algorithm 1. This option is sufficient to avoid visiting the same solution point again while
avoiding adding linearizations which are not supporting hyperplanes for nonconvex MINLPs.
However, it also exhibits slower progress as less information is made available to the master
problem. Thus, when solving a convex MINLP, these valid linearizations should be added.
This can be enabled in DICOPT by setting the option infeasder to 1. We do so in our
computational experiments.
• Finally, DICOPT relaxes nonlinear equality constraints to inequalities and adds corresponding
linearizations to (rMIPi ). The dual multipliers in the solution of (NLPi ) are used to decide
in which direction to relax the inequalities [23]. For a convex MINLP, such constraints do
not appear.

2.3

Feasibility pump

The feasibility pump algorithm is a primal heuristic developed by Fischetti, Glover, and Lodi to
quickly find feasible solutions for MIPs where all integer variables are binaries [12]. Extensions
and variations of the algorithm have been proposed, including an extension to general integer
variables [3]. Nowadays, many state-of-the-art commercial and non-commercial MIP solvers feature
implementations of the feasibility pump [3]. The first extension of the feasibility pump algorithm to
convex MINLP problems was introduced by Bonami, Cornuéjols, Lodi, and Margot [6]. Contrary
to the original feasibility pump for MIP [12], the feasibility pump for convex MINLP is guaranteed
to converge to a feasible solution, if any. Subsequently, several authors have proposed extensions
to nonconvex MINLPs [4, 9, 14], where the handling of the nonconvex nonlinear constraints poses
an additional challenge. The MINLP solvers BONMIN and Couenne have implemented feasibility
pump algorithms as primal heuristics [4, 6].
The main idea of this algorithm is to decompose the original mixed-integer problem into
two parts: integer feasibility and constraint feasibility. For convex MINLPs, a MIP is solved to
obtain a solution, which satisfies the integrality constraints on y, but may violate some of the
nonlinear constraints; next, by solving an NLP, a solution is computed that satisfies the constraints
(g(x, y) ≤ 0) but might again violate the integrality constraints on y. By minimizing iteratively the
distance between these two types of solutions, a solution that is both constraint- and integer-feasible
can be expected. The first iteration of the algorithm proposed in [6] is the same as in Algorithm 1,
where the continuous relaxation (rMINLP) of the original MINLP problem is solved. Following this,
the next iteration builds a MIP master problem with the outer-approximation linearization of the
nonlinear constraints and a modified objective function called the Feasibility Outer-Approximation:
min ky − ȳ i−1 k1 ,
x,y

s.t.

k

k

k

k >



gl (x̄ , ȳ ) + ∇gl (x̄ , ȳ )

x − x̄k
y − ȳ k


≤ 0,

l ∈ Lk , k = 0, . . . , i − 1,

(FOAi )

x ∈ X, y ∈ Y ∩ Zny ,
where Lk ⊆ {1, . . . , m} is chosen as in Algorithm 1. The solution to this problem is denoted as
(x̂i , ŷ i ). In (FOAi ), the original objective function has been replaced by the L1 -distance of y to
ȳ i−1 . In the first iteration, ȳ 0 corresponds to the solution of the continuous relaxation (rMINLP)
of (MINLP). However, in the following iterations, ȳ i−1 is given by the solution of the following
nonlinear program for the feasibility pump:
min ky − ŷ i−1 k22 ,
x,y

s.t.

g(x, y) ≤ 0,

(FP-NLPi )

x ∈ X, y ∈ Y.
The solution of this problem is denoted as (x̄i , ȳ i ). If ȳ i ∈ Zny , a feasible solution for (MINLP)
has been found.
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Bonami et al. [6] have shown on an example that this basic algorithm can cycle ((x̄i−1 , ȳ i−1 ) =
(x̄ , ȳ i )) if the linear independence constraint qualification is not satisfied. A possibility to avoid
this cycling is to add the cut
(ȳ i − ŷ i−1 )> (y − ȳ i ) ≥ 0
(1)
i

to (FOAi ). Since (FP-NLPi ) projects the solution ŷ i−1 onto the convex set {y ∈ Y : ∃x ∈ X :
g(x, y) ≤ 0}, the cut (1) outer-approximates the feasible region of (MINLP) and is violated by
ŷ i−1 (unless ȳ i = ŷ i−1 , in which case (x̄i , ȳ i ) is a feasible solution for (MINLP)). Thus, adding it
to (FOAi ) avoids revisiting ŷ i−1 . This algorithm is denoted as enhanced Feasibility Pump in [6]
and has been shown to find a feasible solution to (MINLP) or prove that none exist in a finite
number of iterations, if assumptions (A1) and (A2) are satisfied.
To find further (and better) feasible solutions, the feasibility pump can be applied iteratively,
thereby excluding solutions for which the (linearized) objective function has a worse value than
the best known value. This is achieved by the following modification to (FOAi ):
min ky − ȳ i−1 k1 ,
x,y


x − x̄k
s.t. f (x̄ , ȳ ) + ∇f (x̄ , ȳ )
≤ α,
y − ȳ k


x − x̄k
gl (x̄k , ȳ k ) + ∇gl (x̄k , ȳ k )>
≤ 0,
y − ȳ k
k

k

k

k >



k = 0, . . . , i − 1,
l ∈ Lk , k = 0, . . . , i − 1,

α ≤ Z U − δ,
x ∈ X, y ∈ Y ∩ Zny , α ∈ R.
The variable α is initially unbounded (Z U = ∞). When a new incumbent is found, Z U is updated
to the value of the original objective function in the incumbent. The small positive constant
δ ensures that the incumbent becomes infeasible in (FP-OAi ) and enforces the search for an
improved solution. If (MINLP) is feasible, (A2) and (A3) are satisfied, and the linear independence
constraint qualificiation holds for (FP-NLPi ) at (x̄i , ȳ i ), then this iterative algorithm finds a
δ-optimal solution [6].

3

Proposed Algorithm

While the main focus of the outer-approximation algorithm is to find an optimal solution and
proving its optimality, the feasibility pump algorithm mostly disregards the original objective
function and focuses primarily on simultaneously minimizing violation of integrality and nonlinear
constraints. Therefore, the outer-approximation algorithm may take longer to find feasible solutions
on problems where feasible solutions are difficult to find, while the (iterative) feasibility pump
algorithm may take longer to find a (proven) optimal solution on problems with many feasible
points. To alleviate and explore the differences between these algorithms, hybrid algorithms have
been designed, the first one being in [6]. In [6], the feasibility pump algorithm is called when the
NLP subproblem (NLPi ) is found to be infeasible.
For DICOPT, we implemented a variation of this hybrid algorithm. Instead of starting the
feasibility pump for one or several times within the outer-approximation algorithm, we run the
iterative feasibility pump once before the main outer-approximation loop starts. Furthermore, we
slightly modified the feasibility pump algorithm in the following way.
A drawback of neglecting the original objective function in the feasibility pump algorithm as
stated in Section 2.3 is that although it may be successful in finding feasible solutions, the quality
of solutions in terms of the objective function value can be poor [1]. Therefore, as in [6], after
finding a feasible solution by means of solving (FP-NLPi ), we try to improve it further by solving
the NLP subproblem obtained from fixing all integer variables in (MINLP) to the values in the
solution of (FP-NLPi ) (that is, we solve (NLPi ) with ŷ i replaced by ȳ i ).
Another problem arises from the possibility of repeating the same values in the integer variables
(ŷ i−1 = ŷ i ), either due to cycling or when several feasible solutions with the same values in the
7

integer variables exist. The former is avoided by adding the cut (1), if ȳ i 6= ŷ i−1 , as proposed
by [6]. If, however, ȳ i = ŷ i−1 , then a feasible solution for (MINLP) has been found and we can
add the integer cut ky − ŷ i k ≥ 1. With δ > 0, this would not be necessary to ensure progress in
the search for an improving solution. However, we observe that in certain instances adding this cut
accelerates the search. Since the linearization of integer cuts may require additional variables if
general integer variables are present (see Appendix A), integer cuts are by default only added for
mixed-binary problems (Y = [0, 1]ny ). To summarize, the MIP projection problem that we solve is
the following:
min ky − ȳ i−1 k1 ,
x,y

s.t.


x − x̄k
≤ α,
y − ȳ k


x − x̄k
gl (x̄k , ȳ k ) + ∇gl (x̄k , ȳ k )>
≤ 0,
y − ȳ k
f (x̄k , ȳ k ) + ∇f (x̄k , ȳ k )>



ky − ȳ k k1 ≥ 1,

l ∈ Lk , k = 0, . . . , i − 1,

(FP-OAi )

k ∈ C i,

(ȳ k − ŷ k )> (y k − ȳ k ) ≥ 0,
U

k = 0, . . . , i − 1,

k = 1, . . . , i − 1,

U

α ≤ Z − δ max(|Z |, 1),
x ∈ X, y ∈ Y ∩ Zny , α ∈ R.
Finally, similar to (FP-OAi ), we add the constraint f (x, y) ≤ Z U −δ max(|Z U |, 1) to (FP-NLPi )
in order to avoid non-improving solutions.
When the feasibility pump terminates, the outer-approximation algorithm is initialized not only
by the best solution that the feasibility pump may have found, but also with the linearizations,
integer cuts, and cuts (1) that have been added to (FP-OAi ). However, regarding the cuts (1),
only those generated before the last incumbent solution has been found can be used to initialize
the outer-approximation algorithm, since subsequent cuts were generated with respect to the
additional constraint f (x, y) ≤ Z U − δ max(|Z U |, 1), which may cut off an optimal solution (x∗ , y ∗ )
if Z U − δ max(|Z U |, 1) < f (x∗ , y ∗ ) < Z U .
A general outline of the proposed algorithm is given in Algorithm 2. Up until Line 27 of
Algorithm 2, the algorithm is similar to the Iterated Feasibility Pump (IFP) for MINLP proposed
in [6]. The main differences with the IFP are the optional inclusion of the integer cuts and the
solution of problem (NLPi ) in Line 19. Therefore, we can argue that executing lines 1–27 of
Algorithm 2 with imax = ∞ finds a δ-optimal (δ > 0) solution to (MINLP), or proves that none
exist if assumptions (A2) and (A3) are satisfied (see Theorem 2 in [6]). To find an optimal solution
(δ = 0), if any exists, integer cuts need to be generated also if general integer variables are present.
To be able to add these in linear form, also Assumption (A1) needs to be satisfied.
Contrary to the Enhanced Outer Approximation method presented by Bonami et al. [6], which
runs the feasibility pump both as starting procedure and when the NLP subproblem (NLPi ) is
infeasible, we are employing the feasibility pump only once and before the outer-approximation
algorithm implemented in DICOPT. This is motivated by the fact that the MIP (FP-OAi ), which
is built by the feasibility pump, provides a valid relaxation for the convex MINLP. Therefore,
the feasibility pump does not only provide an initial feasible solution if successful, but also an
initialization of the MIP relaxation (rMIPi ) in any case.
Algorithm 2 has been implemented as part of the solver DICOPT and is available in GAMS
since version 25.1 (an earlier version without cuts (1) is available since GAMS 24.5). To enable
and adjust the algorithm, a number of options were added, which are summarized in Table 1. As
DICOPT is often used for nonconvex MINLPs, as commented in Section 2.2, the default values for
options convex and feaspump are 0.
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Algorithm 2 Proposed algorithm.
1: Set Z U = ∞, i = 0
. Initialization
2: Define cutoff decrease δ ≥ 0
3: Solve (rMINLP)
. Solve initial relaxation
4: if (rMINLP) is infeasible then
5:
Stop
. (MINLP) is infeasible
6: Let (x̄0 , ȳ 0 ) be an optimal solution of (rMINLP)
7: Set L0 = {1, . . . , m}, C 0 = ∅
8: Set Z L = f (x̄0 , ȳ 0 )
9: if ȳ 0 ∈ Zny then
10:
Set Z U = f (x̄0 , ȳ 0 )
. Optimal solution found
11:
Stop
12: Set i = 1
13: Solve (FP-OAi )
. Solve feasibility OA problem
14: while (FP-OAi ) is feasible and i ≤ imax do
15:
Let (x̂i , ŷ i ) be an optimal (or feasible if unbounded) solution of (FP-OAi )
16:
Solve (FP-NLPi )
. Solve nonlinear feasibility problem
17:
Let (x̄i , ȳ i ) be an optimal solution of (FP-NLPi )
18:
if kȳ i − ŷ i k = 0 then
19:
Solve (NLPi )
. Solve nonlinear subproblem
20:
Let x̄i be an optimal solution of (NLPi )
21:
Set Z U = min(Z U , f (x̄i , ȳ i ))
. New incumbent solution
22:
Set C i+1 = C i ∪ {i} (if y ∈ {0, 1}ny in (MINLP))
23:
else
24:
Set C i+1 = C i
25:
Set Li = {j ∈ {1, . . . , m} : gj (x̄i , ȳ i ) ≥ 0 and gj is nonlinear}
26:
Set i = i + 1
27:
Solve (FP-OAi )
. Solve feasibility OA problem
28: Solve (MINLP) using DICOPT’s modification of Alg. 1, initialized with incumbent solution
(x̄i , ȳ i ), if Z U < ∞, and linearizations given by L0 , · · · , Li , integer cuts given by C i , and cuts
(1) in the relaxation (rMIPi ).

4

Computational results

In the following, we evaluate the benefits of adding the feasibility pump to DICOPT on a set
of convex MINLPs selected from MINLPLib (version c0f77612, as of 13.3.2018)2 [22]. First,
we selected all instances that are marked as convex, are not proven to be infeasible, have at
least one binary or general integer variable, no semi-continuous or semi-integer variables, and no
special-ordered-sets. This gives a set of 359 instances. Second, we run DICOPT with the convex
option enabled, and the feasibility pump disabled, and removed all instances for which DICOPT
terminated in less than one second. In this remaining set, a strong dominance of some subsets of
instances that were clearly derived from the same model (strong similarity in name) was observed.
Therefore, we reduced these subsets to the four largest instances. This leaves a final set of 80
instances, which have their origin in a wide variety of applications, ranging from process synthesis
flowsheets, facilities layout problems, batch design with storage, water treatment models, and
investment portfolios. Table 1 in the Supplemental material provides this list of instances.
For all the experiments, we used a time limit of 1800 seconds and set the GAMS gap tolerance
optcr (relative distance of Z L and Z U ) to 10−5 . GAMS 25.1.1 was run on a cluster of Dell
PowerEdge M620 blades with 64 GB RAM, Intel Xeon E5-2680 CPUs running at 2.70 GHz, and
Linux 4.4.0 (64bit). With this GAMS version, DICOPT uses CPLEX 12.8.0.0 for solving the MIPs,
2 http://www.minlplib.org
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Option
convex

feaspump
fp iterlimit
fp timelimit
fp sollimit
fp stalllimit

fp cutoffdecr
fp acttol
fp projzerotol
fp mipgap
fp transfercuts
fp integercuts
fp projcuts

Table 1: Feasibility pump options in DICOPT
Description
If enabled, then the default values for the following options
are changed to be more appropriate for convex MINLPs, see
also Section 2.2: option stop is set to 1, option infeasder
is set to 1, and option feaspump is set to 1
Whether to run the feasibility pump
Major iteration limit (imax ) in the feasibility pump
Time limit in the feasibility pump
Limit on number of (improving) solutions found by the
feasibility pump
Limit on the number of consecutive iterations where no
improving solution is found. Only applies after a first
solution has been found.
Relative decrease of cutoff value for objective variable (δ)
Tolerance on when a constraint is found active
Tolerance on when to consider the difference kȳ i − ŷ i k as
zero
Optimality tolerance (relative gap) when solving (FP-OAi )
Whether to transfer cuts from the feasibility pump MIP to
the DICOPT MIP
Whether to add integer cuts to (FP-OAi ) when finding a
new feasible solution
Whether to add cuts (1) to (FP-OAi ) after solving
(FP-NLPi )

Default
0

0
20
∞
∞
5

0.1
10−6
10−4
0.01
1
1
1

and CONOPT 3.17I for solving the NLPs. We used PAVER 2 [7] to help in the evaluation.

4.1

Illustrative example

Before evaluating the performance of the new feasibility pump on the complete test set, we discuss
its behavior for a single instance. This instance corresponds to the block layout design problem
with unequal areas. The original problem was proposed by Meller et al. [20] and was reformulated
by Castillo et al. [8] as a convex MINLP. This type of problems may be applied in piping design
problems and in process plants layouts. The complete formulation of this model is reported
in [8]. The test case selected was the block layout design problem of 7 departments and with
an aspect ratio (the maximum permissible ratio between its longest and shortest dimensions) of
5. The problem involves 211 constraints, of which 14 are nonlinear, specifically signomial, and
114 variables, of which 42 are binary. This instance can be found in MINLPLib under the name
o7 23 . The authors of the model used several MINLP solvers to find the optimal solution to this
problem, among them DICOPT. DICOPT performed very poorly because the linearizations in the
initial outer-approximation (rMIPi ) were not helpful and many nonlinear subproblems (NLPi ) are
infeasible [8].
The given instance was tested using different options for DICOPT. The stopping criterion for all
the different options was closing the gap between the objective values of the MIP master problem
and the incumbent solution. The default setting for option infeasder requires that if the nonlinear
subproblem (NLPi ) is infeasible, only a corresponding integer cut is added to (rMIPi ). This
approach, although rigorous for convex and non-convex MINLPs, is not very efficient, particularly
for this type of problems where “a significant amount of integer cuts may be required before
a feasible solution is obtained” [8]. For convex MINLPs another rigorous approach is to add
3 http://www.minlplib.org/o7_2.html
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Table 2: Results of the solution of the illustrative example o7 2 for each setting of DICOPT.
DICOPT
w/o FP
w/o FP
w/ FP
w/ FP
options
w/o infeasder w/ infeasder w/o infeasder w/ infeasder
major iterations
feasible solutions found
FP iterations
FP time [s]
infeasible NLP
time to optimal sol. [s]
solution time [s]
final objective value
*Time limit reached.

113
0
0
0
112
–
> 1800*
–

7
1
0
0
5
676.6
915.5
116.95

2
5
12
199.4
0
417.3
620.9
116.95

2
5
12
200.1
0
418.4
621.2
116.95

linearization cuts if the nonlinear subproblem is infeasible, using the solution of (NLP-feasi ) as a
reference point. This can be enabled by using the option infeasder, see Section 2.2. Note that
the setting of the infeasder option does not influence the handling of infeasible NLPs within the
feasibility pump. A comparison of DICOPT on instance o7 2 with the feasibility pump and the
infeasder option enabled and disabled is given in Table 2.
We notice that DICOPT without feasibility pump and with infeasder disabled cannot find a
feasible solution within 30 minutes. During this time the solver performed 113 major iterations.
That is, at each iteration, it solved a MIP master problem (rMIPi ) and an NLP subproblem (NLPi ).
All NLP subproblems were infeasible. Enabling the infeasder option, the problem could be solved
in 912 seconds. During this time, 5 out of the 6 solved NLP subproblems were infeasible. The
only feasible solution, found in the 7th iteration, was also an optimal solution to the problem. It
required another solution of the MIP to prove its optimality.
The use of the feasibility pump allowed the solver to find 4 feasible solutions in the first ≈ 200
seconds. After that, a single major iteration was required to find an optimal solution, which
required 217 seconds in both cases with and without the infeasder option. In that same major
iteration, optimality of the solution was proven. The results when using the feasibility pump with
and without the infeasder option are the same (except for variations in time measurement) since
none of the NLP subproblems (NLPi ) in the outer-approximation algorithm were infeasible.
These results highlight that first, enabling the infeasder option can be essential to solving a
problem or just finding a feasible solution. Second, the feasibility pump can further improve the
performance by finding feasible solutions early. That is, we obtained a 38% reduction in the time
needed to find an optimal solution to the problem and a 32% reduction in the complete solution
time by enabling the feasibility pump. It is also interesting to note that when this problem is
solved with AlphaECP it required 897 seconds, with BONMIN 756 seconds, and with SCIP 768
seconds. When running only the iterative feasibility pump algorithm of BONMIN [6], no feasible
solution is obtained before hitting the time limit of 30 minutes.

4.2

Feasibility pump alone

In the following, we consider the full test set of 80 instances. First, we run only our (iterative)
feasibility pump implementation with various settings, that is, without continuing with the outerapproximation algorithm of DICOPT. In setting “default”, the feasibility pump is run in its default
settings, see Table 1, that is, a stall limit of 5 and a cutoff decrease of δ = 0.1, except that the
iteration limit has been disabled (imax = ∞). A stall limit of k iterations stops the feasibility
pump if, after a first solution has been found, no improving solution is found within the next k
iterations. In setting “stall10”, we increased the stall limit to 10. In setting “no cuts (1)”, we
disabled the addition of cuts (1) to (FP-OAi ) after having solved the NLP projection problem
(FP-NLPi ). Setting “no integer cuts” completely disables the addition of integer cuts when a new
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Table 3: Results of running feasibility pump alone with different settings. For each setting, we show
the number of instances in which the feasibility pump reaches the time limit, found a δ-optimal
solution (without necessarily proving optimality), found a solution with primal gap ≤ 10%, found
any feasible solution, and the time used, respectively.
setting
timeout optimal good sol. feasible mean time [s]
default
stall10
no cuts (1)
no integer cuts
findopt
findopt w/o integer cuts
findopt w/ all integer cuts

4
4
5
4

12
14
13
13

57
64
55
60

77
77
76
77

9.1
11.4
9.6
9.8

25
42
29

67
44
69

74
52
74

77
77
77

119.0
238.1
197.1

feasible solution has been found (C i+1 = ∅ in Line 22 of Algorithm 2). Finally, we evaluated three
settings that target to find δ-optimal solutions of the MINLP. For this, setting “findopt” disables
the stall limit and sets the cutoff decrease δ to 10−5 . Setting “findopt w/o integer cuts” additionally
disables the addition of integer cuts when a new solution is found, while setting “findopt w/ all
integer cuts” enables the addition of integer cuts also for problems with general integer variables.
Table 3 summarizes the results for all settings and detailed results are given in Tables B2 and
B3 in the Supplemental material. The mean time in Table 3 reports the shiftedQ
geometric mean of
1
80
the runtimes (t1 , . . . , t80 ) of the feasibility pump on all instances, computed as i=1 (ti + 1) 80 − 1.
Figure 1 plots the primal gap of all runs for settings “default”, “stall10”, and “findopt”. As primal
gap, we compute the relative distance between the objective function value of the best solution
found by the algorithm and the objective function value of the best known solution reported in
MINLPLib. We can observe that the feasibility pump in default settings finds an optimal solution
for 12 instances, good solutions (< 10% primal gap) for another 45 instances, and some feasible
solutions (≥ 10% primal gap) for another 20 instances. Increasing the stall limit helps on seven of
the instances where previously only bad solutions were found. On instances where good solutions
were already found in default settings, increasing the stall limit has an effect on one instance only,
likely since the cutoff decrease δ cuts off solutions that are only slightly better or optimal. However,
increasing the stall limit also increases the mean running time by 25%. By using the “findopt”
setting, however, the feasibility pump is able to find optimal solutions for many instances where
previously a small gap was remaining.
For the runs with stall limit (“default” and “stall10”), the feasibility pump usually terminates
either when the MIP approximation (FP-OAi ) becomes infeasible or the stall limit is reached. In
the “findopt” setting, however, 25 instances terminated when the time limit of 1800 seconds was
reached. Thus, the feasibility pump is not suited to prove optimality of the found solutions. This
justifies the choice of the stall limit as a stopping criterion.
Disabling cuts (1) has a small negative impact on performance. Without this cut, the feasibility
pump fails to find a solution for instance tls7 within the allowed time, which then also leads to an
increase in the mean time. As noted by [6], cut (1) was not necessary in practice, though adding
it is unlikely to have a negative effect. Also disabling the integer cuts has little impact on the
performance. The number of instances with optimal and good solution increases slightly, but the
mean running time also increases slightly. However, disabling integer cuts in the ”findopt” setting
has a severe impact on the performance, since, without these cuts, only the cutoff decrease δ, which
is only 10−5 in this setting, is responsible to force the feasibility pump to look for better feasible
solutions. On instances with general integer variables, integer cuts are already disabled by default,
which is the reason why there is one instance (second instance in Figure 1) where the ”findopt”
setting produces a worse solution than ”default”. Hence, enabling integer cuts also for instances
with general integer variables improves solution quality, at the cost of a considerably increased
running time.
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Figure 1: Primal gap of solutions found by feasibility pump (with different settings) for all instances
in test set, sorted by primal gap of “default” setting.

4.3

DICOPT with feasibility pump

We used DICOPT with the following settings: In the “DICOPT w/ FP” setting, the option convex
was enabled, which also enables the feasibility pump. In the “DICOPT w/o FP” setting, the option
convex was also enabled, but the feasibility pump disabled. In the “DICOPT w/ FP w/o OA
init” setting, option convex was again enabled, but the transfer of cuts from the feasibility pump
MIP (FP-OAi ) to the outer-approximation MIP (rMIPi ) has been disabled. Additionally, with
“FP only” we consider the results from running only the feasibility pump without stall limit and
cutoff decrease δ = 10−5 (“findopt” setting in Section 4.2).
Table 4 summarizes for each setting the number of instances for which the time limit was
reached, a δ-optimal solution was found, optimality was proven, a good solution was found (primal
gap ≤ 10%), and mean running time. Detailed results are given in Tables B3 and B4 in the
Supplemental material. Performance profiles are shown in Figures 2 and 3. The numbers show
that adding the feasibility pump to DICOPT leads to finding optimal solutions to three more
instances than before and slightly reducing the mean running time, but does not affect the number
of instances for which optimality is proven. Running the feasibility pump alone increases the
number of instances where optimal or good solutions are found and even decreases the mean
running time, but decreases the number of instances where optimality is proven. That is, the best
performance in terms of finding proven optimal solutions can only be expected when combining
the feasibility pump as primal heuristic and outer-approximation to prove optimality. We also
note that the outer-approximation algorithm in DICOPT is targeted for general MINLPs, which
results in applying linearizations of nonlinear functions, also if convex, as soft-constraints only,
cf. Section 2.2. That is, tuning the implementation of the outer-approximation in DICOPT to
work better in case of a convex MINLP might lead to achieving the best performance of DICOPT
(with feasibility pump) also with regard to running time or finding good solutions.
One of the original motivations to add the feasibility pump to DICOPT was to use cuts from the
MIP projection problem (FP-OAi ) to warm-start the outer-approximation MIP (rMIPi ). As seen
from Table 4, even though the solution quality does not decrease when disabling the initialization
of (rMIPi ), one can observe that the additional time that is spent for running the feasibility pump
pays off only if also the cuts from (FP-OAi ) are transferred to (rMIPi ).
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setting

Table 4: Results of running DICOPT with different settings.
timeout optimal optimal w/ proof good sol.

DICOPT w/ FP
DICOPT w/o FP
FP only
DICOPT w/ FP w/o OA init

5

31
31
25
31

58
55
67
59

48
48
30
49

67
62
74
68

mean time
137.9
140.8
119.0
170.5

Conclusions and perspectives

This paper has addressed the solution of convex MINLPs using the commercial solver DICOPT.
Based on the work of Bonami, Cornuéjols, Lodi, and Margot [6], a modified iterative feasibility
pump algorithm as a preprocessing for DICOPT has been proposed and implemented. As seen in
the illustrative example, DICOPT in default settings has shown to perform poorly when many of
the nonlinear subproblems are infeasible. Solving the illustrative example using DICOPT with
the feasibility pump, better performance in solution time and solution quality could be achieved.
As seen in the results from Section 4.2, the feasibility pump is not efficient in proving optimality,
which validates the use of a stall limit as the criterion when to switch from the feasibility pump to
the outer-approximation algorithm.
If the feasibility pump is used as primal heuristic only, the quality of the found solutions is
improved, but the running time of DICOPT is increased considerably. Only when additionally the
cuts from the MIP projection problem of the feasibility pump are used to initialize the MIP of the
outer-approximation algorithm, improvements can be achieved with respect to DICOPT without
feasibility pump in terms of both solution quality and running time.
Further work to improve the feasibility pump implementation in DICOPT is motivated by
the following observations. Achterberg and Bethold [1] proposed a modification to the original
algorithm that includes some information about the original objective function in the objective
function of the feasibility pump problems to mitigate the issue of finding poor feasible solutions
in terms of the original objective. Further, currently, the feasibility pump is only run at the
beginning of DICOPT before the main loop of the outer-approximation algorithm. Executing it
only once has been sufficient to find good feasible solutions for many instances in our test set.
However, for some instances, it may be worth investigating a more extensive integration of the
feasibility pump into DICOPT, e.g., allowing it to be used also when infeasible NLP subproblems
are encountered in a similar manner as proposed by Bonami et al. [5]. Finally, the feasibility
pump implementation should be generalized to nonconvex MINLP problems. Several authors have
proposed such extensions [4, 9]. DICOPT itself already has heuristics to deal with nonconvex
MINLPs, see Section 2.2, which could be carried over to the feasibility pump implementation.
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A

Linearization of integer cut

For a point ȳ ∈ Y , consider the integer cut
ky − ȳk1 ≥ 1.

(2)

Recall that Y = [y L , y U ] with y L , y U ∈ Zny (due to (A1)). A linear formulation of (2) is easily
found if ȳj ∈ {yjL , yjU } for every j ∈ J := {1, . . . , ny }, since the absolute difference |yj − ȳj | is
reduced to yj − yjL , if ȳj = yjL , and yjU − yj otherwise. Thus, for the specific case of binary variables
only, i.e., yjL = 0, yjU = 1, j ∈ J, (2) simplifies to
X

yj −

j∈J L

X

(1 − yj ) ≥ 1.

j∈J U

In the general case, we partition the set J into
J L = {j ∈ J : ȳj = yjL },
J U = {j ∈ J : ȳj = yjU },
J M = J \ (J L ∪ J U ).
Using this set partition, the absolute difference of the variables to a given solution can be expressed
as a sum of three terms. Thus, the integer cut (2) can be written as
X
X
X
(yj − yjL ) +
(yjU − yj ) +
|yj − ȳj | ≥ 1.
j∈J L

j∈J U

j∈J M

For every j ∈ J M , we introduce a binary variable vj , which determines whether the variable
yj is greater than or less than ȳj , and a positive continuous variable wj to represent the value
|yj − ȳj |. This can be expressed using the following disjunctions:

 

vj = 0
vj = 1

∨
 , j ∈ JM.
yj ≤ ȳj
yj ≥ ȳj
wj = ȳj − yj
wj = yj − ȳj
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This disjunction can be reformulated into mixed-integer linear form, which yields the following
reformulation of (2):
X
X
X
(yj − yjL ) +
(yjU − yj ) +
wj ≥ 1,
j∈J L

j∈J U

j∈J M

− wj ≤ yj − ȳj ≤ wj ,

j ∈ JM,

wj ≤ yj − ȳj + Mj1 (1 − vj ),

j ∈ JM,

wj ≤ ȳj − yj + Mj2 vj ,

j ∈ JM,

wj ≥ 0,

j ∈ JM,

vj ∈ {0, 1},

j ∈ JM.

To avoid weak relaxations, the big-M constants Mj1 and Mj2 should be chosen as small as possible
and such that
yj − ȳj + Mj1 ≥ wj = ȳj − yj
ȳj − yj +

Mj2

≥ wj = yj − ȳj

∀yj ∈ [yjL , ȳj ]

(case vj = 0 → yj ≤ ȳj ),

[ȳj , yjU ]

(case vj = 1 → yj ≥ ȳj ).

∀yj ∈

Thus, Mj1 = 2(ȳj − yjL ) and Mj2 = 2(yjU − ȳj ).

B

Performance Profiles

Figure 2 shows performance profiles [10] comparing DICOPT with and without feasibility pump
and the feasibility pump alone. Figure 3 shows a performance profile that illustrates the effect of
disabling the initialization of (rMIPi ) with the cuts from (FP-OAi ).
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Figure 2: Performance profile showing the number of instances solved to proven optimality (left)
and where an optimal solution has been found (right), respectively, with respect to solution time
for various DICOPT settings.
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Figure 3: Performance profile showing the number of instances solved to proven optimality with
respect to solving time, with and without the initialization of (rMIPi ) with the cuts from the
feasibility pump.
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